Trace and color the circle.

Color three circles.

circle
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Trace and color the square.

Color two squares.

square
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Trace and color the triangle.

Color four triangles.

triangle
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Trace and color the pentagon.

Color one pentagon.

pentagon
Trace and color the rectangle.

Color two rectangles.

rectangle 2
Trace and color the hexagon.

Color four hexagons.

hexagon
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Trace and color the diamond.

Color three diamonds.

diamond
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Trace and color the heart.

Color one heart.

heart 1
Trace and color the oval.

Color one oval.

oval
Trace and color the star.

Color four stars.
Trace and color the cube.

Color three cubes.

cube
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Trace and color the cylinder.

Color two cylinders.

cylinder
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Assembly Instructions

Print every page.

Fold each page corner to corner with the pictures/text facing out.

Trim 1/8 inch off along the open edge of all interior pages. 
Do NOT TRIM TOP AND BOTTOM. 
Do NOT TRIM COVER PAGE.

Collate the folded pages.
Example: Place the circle page, folded in half with pictures out on top of the square page folded in half with pictures out, etc. The folded edge of your paper will be the right hand side of your book and the “open edges” will be the left side (spine side) of the book.

Place the collated, trimmed and folded pages inside the folded cover with the open edges towards the center cover fold.

Staple the outside edge of your book approximately ½ inch from the fold using 3-5 staples.

Materials required:

Heavy duty stapler
Scissors
Ruler
14 pieces of 8.5” x 11” paper